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Abstract

This module provides the information about the “Modeling and Analysis” course.

The complete course MA 611™ is owned by TNO-ESI. To teach this course a license from Buskerud University College is required. This material is preliminary course material. The final material and course information can be found at [www.esi.nl/cursus].

All Gaudi documents are available at:  
http://www.gaudisite.nl/
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History

Version: 0.2, date: 2 January, 2007 changed by: Gerrit Muller
- added list of Modeling and Analysis questions
- changed program from 5 days into 3 days
- refactored Course Information into Information and Background

Version: 0.1, date: 7 November, 2006 changed by: Gerrit Muller
- changed prefix MMA into MMAI